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Eurozone: political risk shifts to lberia

Global storm clouds lift

Markets breathed a sigh
of relief, however worries
about debt forgiveness
between its creditors
remain for the future

Greek parliament
passed new austerity
measures on 16 July

Polls show 
current coalition
or opposing 
socialists
should win.

Structural reform in
Spain + Portugal =
growth + stable path
for public finances Voters won’t

see benefits of
structural reform
immediately

Neither are likely 
to elect radical anti-
austerity governments

Anti-austerity party has 
split left-wing vote. Good 
chancefor the People’s 
Party to wina 2nd term.

Spain Portugal

Asian storm clouds also lift as
Chinese authorities act to stabilise
Shanghai A-share index

Fears of hard-landing
Underlying problems of overcapacity
Misallocated resources remain

However

Shanghai A-share

2 crucial elections in lberia In the coming months...
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Commodity prices fall: indication of global recession?

Central banks have little
firepower to fight
recession

Trend growth is waeker

US & European
growth is on an
uptrend and should
ultimately benefit
from lower
commodity prices

Copper price has been
a useful indicator of
activity in China

Chinese stockmarket
was up almost 60%
this year

Rally was
disconnected
between the real
economy & equity
markets

Liquidity injections
by central bank =
overconfidence

Attempting to
reverse slump in
markets the Chinese
Government
encourages purchase
of equities

Sustained poor
performance in
equity market

Resource
misallocation

Further efforts
expected from the
government. We
believe this could
prove to be an
expensive
mistake

Present drop
in copper price

Deceleration
in growth

Signals that China
is heading
towards recession

China’s equity boom + bust

Global recession?

Source: Schroders as at August 2015.
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